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The more common phrase “earth-ly delights” almost always implies pursuing temptations, 
vanities, or pleasures of physical existence to the exclusion of spiritual devotions. In contrast, 

“earthy” suggests “of” the earth, bound to the earth, resembling soil, as well as hearty and 
even uninhibited. 
 
This exhibition features 15 hearty and wholeheartedly dedicated contemporary Ohio 

photographers whose images present earthy substances, resemblances, textures, places, and 
experiences. While not landscapes per se, the emphasis is on dirt, sand, and mud, or earth’s 
materials such as salt, rock, and silver. Some photographs are concerned with the biological 
realm, concentrating on fungi, forests, and flowers, or complex creatures such as animals and 
family members. Throughout, there are multiple references to human presence and needs 

from footprints to shelter, and a responsibility to truly comprehend the notion that we are 
part of the earth, an earth that gives us life and delight. 
 
All the artists in the exhibition incorporate earthy references, in ways that range from subtle to 

mythological. There is an extraordinary range of approaches, technically as well as 
conceptually. They conjure meaning through pictorial qualities that are intellectual, 
mysterious, associative, factual, or profound in quality for feeling. At times the earthiness 
evokes emptiness/loneliness or personal ruminations. Other times the ground in question 

references property or precious natural resources, economies, boundaries, or societal 
debates. And finally, because the human body and mind breathtakingly manifest and merge 
nature and culture—in ways that are compulsive and consumptive, romanticizing and 
rationalizing, healthy and devastating—sometimes the earthy component symbolizes either 
the social body or the physical body. 

 
Photography, as an advanced representational system, operates in the metaphysical 
dimensions of time and space. It is well known for its ability to capture the moment, and to 
insinuate evidence of the spaces in front of the camera. However, even when photographs 

seem to be obeying their own definition, photography does not reproduce the world, it 
produces the world as a series of photos. The photographers in this exhibition know how to 

wield photography’s powers and weaknesses to their artistic advantage. 
 
Unlike Snapchat photos that playfully promise to disappear, these works reflect on and 

preserve snap shots of our times. For instance, Mark Slankard’s images of Turkish high-rise 
apartments springing up on inexpensive land around swelling cities depict a changing 
landscape. Virginia Kistler’s photographs of fallen spores capture a decisive moment in the 
morphology of a mushroom. Emily Joy Zeller records the vulnerability of stained skin and 

wiggling piles of worms. Walking along the Ohio River, Darren Baker observes temporal 
impressions in the frozen mud. 



 
Robert Ladislas Derr literally takes time as his subject, choosing the constantly churning 
shoreline as the perfect location. Emily Hanako Momohara’s location is also key to 

understanding her work, consisting of nightly arrangements of native flora and fauna during 
the artist’s pilgrimage to the California immigration inspection station where two of her 
grandparents immigrated to this country. Ricky Rhodes’ underground salt mines reveal a new 
dimension of Ohio, and Paula Willmot Kraus goes behind closed doors in the museum to 

honor elegant and elegiac collections of preserved animals. 
 
Testing our perceptions, Jordan Tate often photographs photographs, a meta-production that 
both reinforces and questions whether the photograph replaces our need or desire to see and 
understand the actual thing or place. Deborah Orloff photographs the remains of damaged 

family photos, negotiating their bittersweet beauty and their erasure of time. 
 
These earthbound vistas and reveries appear in an array of photographic options—from 
analog operations to employing digital cameras and software, social media, and a virtual 

reality headset. Jeannette Palsa revives the historical tintype process in a plea for caring for 
the earth, and Joseph Minek coaxes poetry out of silver-rich darkroom photo papers. Kent 
Krugh restates and reimagines the graceful potency of trees using complex layers and multiple 
digital captures. Combining digital and painterly processes, Jessica Wascak pictures earth, 
roots, and clouds to awaken visceral and primordial consciousness. Hundreds of Instagram 

fans follow and post likes in response to Javier Gutierrez’ photo feed, often featuring a solitary 
figure situated in or in seek of wilderness.  
 
Lured by the earth and its materials and meanings, Earthy Delights explores our roots as one 

such organism among the many, concerned with the significance of our collective existence 
on this planet. 
 
 


